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Appendix 1: Quiz Questions and Answers

?Q1.  When a shot is played with side spin, several important effects are noticeable and may
cause the shot to fail if not included in the planning for the shot.  Name three of those effects,
describe them, and describe how you demonstrate them to students.

A:  Squirt/deflection.  At the moment the stick hits the ball, the cue ball moves away from tip,
almost like a minor miscue.  This can be demonstrated by placing the cue ball on the head spot,
freezing an object ball to the far end rail, and using extreme english to hit rail first and play the
object ball along the rail to the far corner pocket. If played fast with a level stick, the aim is to the
wrong side of the object ball with a squirty stick.

Curve/swerve.  The cue ball will curve on the way to the object ball. This is accentuated by shoot-
ing slow, with draw, plenty of english, and a slightly elevated stick.  If the first demo is repeated
with this stroke, the cue ball can land on the opposite side of the object ball.

Throw.  When the cue ball contacts the object ball, the object ball doesn’t travel along the line of
centers (the line joining the centers of the two balls at the instant of contact), but moves to the
side opposite the english.  Place the cue ball about a ball diameter from an object ball and lined
up to miss a far corner pocket by about half a diamond.  Play straight at the object ball, but with
english way out on the equator.  The cue ball should stop in place, spinning, while the object ball
will either find the hole or miss by a diamond.

Two other minor factors to consider on english shots are “cling” (or “skid”) and miscues.

Q2. What are the important factors in cue selection?

A:  All parts must be solid.  The length, tip diameter and weight must be appropriate for the indi-
vidual and game played.  The most important selection factor is the amount of squirt since cues
vary considerably in this and when changing cues or shafts, the squirt must remain nearly con-
stant or english must be relearned.

?Q3. What are the basic goals of the stance (foot, arm, hand, and body position)?

A:  The stance must provide a solid, consistent body position that provides a solid support for the
cue shaft, free motion of the stroking arm, and accurate sighting.  (When stating goals, don’t con-
fuse them with specific ways of achieving the goals.)

?Q4. What are some specific parts of a good stance that achieve those goals?

A:  The left arm should be as straight as possible to force a constant distance between the bridge
hand and the head and to reduce upper body motion.  Similarly, a straight back leg reduces vari-
ation in the lower body position.  The head should position the eyes for accurate sighting, with
the eyes centered or with the dominant eye over the shot for players who are not fully binocular.

?Q5.  What is the “dominant eye” and how can you test for it?

A:  Some players do most of their sighting with only one eye -- the “dominant” eye.  A quick test
on the pool table is to have the player get in position for a long shot and then use a card to cover
first one eye and then the other.  If the shot looks a lot different when one eye is covered, that eye
is probably the dominant one.

?Q6. What are some symptoms of incorrect eye alignment?

A:  Two major symptoms of incorrect eye alignment: 1. A consistent tendency to miss shots to
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one side of the pocket. 2. A swerving of the cue stick side to side on the final stroke. The tip will
tend to start to the dominant side and finish on the other side.

Q7. What conditions are necessary for the cue ball to stop dead at the instant it hits an object
ball?

Q8. What additional condition is necessary for a stop shot (for the cue ball to remain in position
after the instant of impact)?

Q9. Give three common things that cause the cue ball not to stop dead on a stop shot.

A:  Judging from the submitted answers, these questions need to be worded more clearly.  Q7
asks only about the instant of the collision, and the requirements are that the cue ball hit the
object ball squarely, the balls be of the same weight and of good elasticity, like new cast phenolic
pool balls.  For a stop shot, which concerns what the cue ball does after the instant of contact, the
requirement of no follow or draw is added, and of course this probably means that the cue ball
started with some draw.  Common reasons that stop shots fail are that there is some cut angle, or
some follow or draw, or the cue ball is in the air, or the cue ball is either light or heavy, or, as in the
case of ivory, the balls are inelastic.

?Q10. Describe the “ghost” or “phantom” ball aiming system.

?Q11. What other systems give equivalent aiming lines?

?Q12. For roughly what length of shot is the simple phantom ball system too inaccurate on a half-
ball cut shot?

A:  In the “phantom ball” system, you picture the “future” cue ball at the instant it contacts the
object ball, with their line of centers going to the center of the pocket.  Shoot to make the present
cue ball take the place of that future cue ball.  (As an aid to visualization, you can have an
accomplice temporarily place an object ball in the place of the phantom cue ball.)

Other aiming systems that are equivalent -- that would have you shoot the cue ball to exactly the
same place but with different ways of seeing the shot -- include the “inch and an eighth” system,
where the target is one ball radius in front of the object ball, the parallel lines system in Mosconi’s
book “Winning Pocket Billiards”, and the contact point system in the instruction section of the
BCA Rule Book.

While these systems will get the ball somewhere close to the pocket, for some length of shot their
neglect of throw renders them too inaccurate to pocket the ball.  Q12 asks at what length of shot
does the system fail if it is executed with perfect accuracy and mechanics.  The surprising
answer is that even with generous pockets, the system starts failing for shots only a diamond and
a half from the pocket.

Q13. What is required to get a lot of draw on the cue ball?

A: The cue ball must be struck low and hard.

Q14. What is recommended but not actually required for lots of draw?

A: While not actually required for draw, several other stroke qualities will help gain consistency:
1. Follow through. 2. Level stroke, especially on fast shots. 3. A firm, closed bridge.

Many other ideas have been suggested, such as a loose or firm grip, snapping the stick back as
quickly as possible, transferring weight to the back foot, etc., but these have little, if any, basis in
fact.
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Q15. Describe some situations in which side spin is required to make a shot (not counting posi-
tion requirements).

A: 1. When not enough of the ball can be struck directly to get the angle to the pocket.  Example:
spot (about) three balls and make the back one directly into a corner pocket.

2.  When the angle of a bank must be adjusted with either running or reverse english on the
object ball.

3. When a kick shot angle must be adjusted.

4. When a 90-degree cut of a ball on the rail is needed.

Q16. In damp conditions or on dirty cloth, draw dissipates rapidly. Why?

A:  About half of the respondents got this exactly backwards, saying that such conditions reduce
friction.  In fact dirt, such as powder from chalk, and humidity increase the friction between the
ball and the cloth, causing the draw to be rubbed off faster.

Here’s a quick experiment you can try:  wax the cue ball.  I once asked a friend if he could make
a length-of-the-table stop shot on old cloth. He kept drawing the cue ball back to the middle of the
table until he realized that the secretly waxed cue ball was making the felt play like slippery new.
Wax also helps when you’re practicing masse shots on old cloth.

?Q17. Describe aiming a half-ball shot.  Neglecting throw, what is the cut angle for a half-ball
shot?

This question tripped up most of those who tried it.  They got the description right:  the axis of the
cue stick points through the center of the cue ball directly to the edge of the object ball.  But they
said it is a 45 degree cut when it is 30 degrees.  (Imagine three balls all touching in a triangle,
and recall equilateral triangles from high school geometry.)  Including friction, the cut angle is
slightly less than 30 degrees.

?Q18. Describe the simple “mirror system” for shooting bank shots, and at least three methods of
lining shots up for that system.

A:  This system assumes that the rails act like perfect mirrors and the balls are reflected like rays
of light.  These systems are equivalent, in that within the accuracy inherent in the method, the
calculate the “mirror” line:

1.  The method in Mosconi’s Winning Pocket Billiards in which four lines including two perpendic-
ulars are drawn to find the rail target point.

2.  Counting diamonds for each end of a line passing through the center of the object ball and
adjusting the line until the two ends are in a ratio of 1:2.

3.  Constructing a “mirrored pocket” by taking a distance of a table width (or length, for long
banks) past the banking rail, giving the point where the pocket would appear in a mirror on the
banking rail.

?Q19.  Give three situations in which the simple mirror system is not accurate enough to aim bank
shots.

A:  When shot hard, when english must be used, and when, on a soft shot at about 45 degrees,
the ball has time to acquire follow before striking the rail.

Q20. How large is a pool ball?
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Q21. With what tolerance?

A: The specifications are on page 7 of the rule book [BCA, p7].  2.25 inches within 5/1000 inches.

Q22. Approximately what fraction of pool balls are not within tolerance?

A:  The allowed variation is five thousandths of an inch, and most pool balls fail.  They’re mostly
OK fresh from the factory, but wear down in play and are illegally small within a year or two.  This
is most noticeable for the cue ball which gets much more wear than any object ball.  The com-
mon symptom is great draw but lousy follow because the cue ball bounces back from the larger,
heavier object balls.

Q23. How large is the playing surface on 4’ x 8’ and 41x2’ x 9’ tables, and how is it measured?

A: See BCA, p6.  Note that there are two sizes of 4x8.  Measurement is between the noses of the
cushions.

Q24.  What is the required thickness of slate?

A: A “commercial” table must have at slate at least one inch thick. [BCA p7]

Q25. What are the allowed weight and dimensions of a cue stick?

A: There is no specific rule for cue stick dimensions.

Q26. What is the grace period before a match is forfeited for lateness?

A: Fifteen minutes [Rule 1.6]

Q27. What should a referee do prior to a match?

A: He will ensure that the table is ready for play, including cleanliness, chalk, bridges, table mark-
ings, etc.  [Rule 2.6]

?Q28. Is a “split hit,” that appears to have been simultaneous contact on both a legal and an ille-
gal object ball, a foul?

No, it is a legal shot. [Rule 1.16.5]

Q29.  At 9-ball, a player is stroking, about to shoot the 4 ball.  A spectator shouts out, “Shoot the
3!”  What should the referee do?

A: The spectator should be removed from the playing area.  [Rule 2.24]

Q30. Is a miscue a foul?

A: Maybe.  On a jump shot any miscue is a foul, even if the other requirements of the shot are
met.  On other shots, miscues are not fouls, unless maybe the ferrule touches the cue ball on the
miscue.

?Q31. At 9-ball, when does an object ball spot?

A: When the nine is pocketed illegally or driven off the table, it spots. Other balls do not spot.
[Several rules on page 54.]

Q32.  At 9-ball, a player plays the 1-7 combination, pockets the 7, but the 1 ball goes off the table.
What happens?

A: It is a foul, the 1 and 7 remain off the table, and the opponent gets ball in hand. [Rule 5.10]

Q33.  A player “pushes out” with the side of his stick, and is warned not to do so.  Is there any
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penalty, and does it change for a second offense?

A:  It is a foul.  A second intentional occurrence results in forfeiture of the match.  [Rule 3.28]

Q34. When calling a shot at 8-ball, what must be specified besides the ball and the pocket?

A: Nothing.  [Rule 4.2]

Q35. On an open break, how many balls must be driven to the rail if no ball is pocketed?

A: Four. [See individual game rules.]

Q36. What is the penalty at 8-ball for failure to make an open break?

A: The opponent may shoot from the position, or have a new break with choice of breaker. [Rule
4.6]

Q37. What is the penalty at 9-ball?

A: Cue ball in hand. [Rule 5.3]

Q38. With ball in hand after a scratch on the break, what are the restrictions on cue ball place-
ment at 9-ball?

A: The cue ball must be placed on the playing surface and not in contact with any object ball.
[Rules 3.21, 5.9]

Q39. At 8-ball?

A: The cue ball must be placed above the headstring. [Rule 4.7]

Q40. Give four examples of how a player can foul during the other player’s inning.

A: 1. By causing any ball to move. [Rule 3.40] 2. By distracting the shooter. [Rule 3.40] 3. By
shooting a practice shot. [Rule 1.8] 4. By getting outside assistance. [Rule 2.23]

Q41.  At 14.1, a player fails three times in a row to drive two balls to the rail on the opening break
shot.  What is the score after those three strokes?

A: Negative six to zero.  Breaking violations are not part of the three foul sequence.  [Rule 6.6]

?Q42. What happens if a player unscrews his jointed cue stick?

A: If the opponent is at the table, it is considered to be a concession of the match. [Rule 1.14]

Q43. While playing a bank shot, the player places the chalk where he wants to hit on the rail, then
shoots.  Is that a foul?

A: This is slightly a trick question.  In the 1993 Rule Book, it was only forbidden by the general
sanction against using equipment in an unusual manner.  In the 1994 Rule Book, there is Rule
3.42, which reads in part, “Illegal Marking.  If a player intentionally marks the table in any way ...
he has fouled.”

?Q44. Describe a push shot.

A:  At pool it is a shot in which the cue stick is brought up nearly in contact with the cue ball and
then is gradually accelerated.  This contrasts with a normal shot in which the cue stick has nearly
its peak speed when it contacts the cue ball.

Q45. What is the specific criterion used to judge double hits, when the cue starts very close to the
object ball?
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A:  If the cue ball penetrates into the original space of the object ball more than 1/2 ball diameter,
the referee is directed to call a foul unless the shot can be positively determined not to have been
a foul. [Rule 2.20]

Q46. If a ball stops at the brink of a pocket, how long is it given to drop before it is considered not
to have been pocketed?

A: Five seconds. [Rule 3.30]

Q47. May either player inspect the rack prior to the break?

A: Not if a referee is racking. [Rule 2.7]

Q48. If the cue ball is frozen to the object ball, what sort of stroke is permitted towards that ball?

Any normal stroke is permitted. [Rule 3.22]

Q49. At 8-ball, what happens if the 8 is pocketed on the break?

A: The breaker may break again or chose to shoot from the position after the eight is spotted.  If
the break was a foul, the incoming player has the same choices. [Rule 4.9]

Q50. What happens in 9-ball if the 9 goes on the break?

A:  With no foul, the breaker wins.  With a foul, it spots and the opponent gets ball in hand.  [Rule
5.3]

Q51. At 8-ball, a player calls safe and then pockets an easy, obvious shot.  What happens?

A: It is the other player’s turn from the position left, if no foul occurred.

Q52. What happens at 9-ball for the same situation?

A: The same player must shoot.  There is no called safety in nine ball.

Q53. At 9-ball, the player pockets the 9, and cue ball is rolling slowly up the table towards the
middle of the end rail.  The player picks the cue ball up while it is barely moving and places it for
the next break.  Has he fouled?

A:  Yes.  [Rule 3.14] This rule is often violated by ignorant players, and the referee should use
caution in its application since players don’t like to have their ignorance demonstrated.


